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SYNOD COUNCIL MINUTES
INDIANA-KENTUCKY SYNOD, ELCA

November 17-18, 2017
IKSYNOD OFFICES

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
ATTENDANCE
IKSynod Council Meeting
November 17-18, 2017

Attendees: Bp Gafjken, Laura Richcreek, Ted Miller, Chris Walda, Matt Pope, Jack Dixon, 
Randy Schroeder, Jess King, Mike Anderson, Becky Daum, John Huchko, Don MacMillan, 
Vicky Carron, Nancy Nyland, Jerry O’Neal, Tom Dearchs, Dan Fugate, Amy Beitelschees-
Albers, Larry Johnson, Shawn Hall, Heather Apel, E Louise Williams, Dana Lockhart, Noah 
Smith, Linda Wray, Mike Vinson

Guests: Nick Kiger, Phil and Sue Schmidt, Chris Burnett

In absentia: Judy Bush,  Clyde Knigga, Teri Ditslear, Liz Gaskins

Friday, November 17, 2017
Prayer, Welcome and Introductions

Commenced 7PM
Laura Richcreek opened the meeting with prayer.
The first 25 minutes were spent with Ted Miller introducing our guests and then started our time 
of introductions and sharing responding to, “Where do you see God at work?”

Nick Kiger, from Mission Support  presented the Future Direction 2025 and Mission Support--
(see Nick’s .ppt presentation, as provided in Dropbox).

Bp. Gafjken added that “these numbers are a window into our story. We are not the largest, but 
geographically, one of the largest. One of the pieces of our culture is distance. We have to move 
Synod Assembly north to south and back. It’s part of our culture. Additionally, our synod is not 
all one culture.”  Note: as many as 60 congregations do not submit their congregational reports. 
Last report’s numbers are used and sometimes, they haven’t submitted reports for years. This 
affects giving, grants, accuracy of who we are.  Noted the Nones—unaffiliated.  Noted political 
information—coming to play in the lives of our congregations these days. It is a polarizing time 
in our culture, regarding social concerns and immigration. 

In 2002, we had 235 organized congregations. In the last week, at least three are considering 
dissolution. 9K folks. In 2011, average attendance, now it’s ~1400. Worship attendance drops. 
Even “regular attendance” is defined differently by pollsters. Average worship attendance across 
the synod is 82.  We also have 80 congregations without a called pastor. They are trying to figure
out how to be church.
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Nick encouraged us to see the opportunities and the challenges. He asked, what are some of the 
strengths of this synod?

 Great leadership—synod staff and in the congregations 
 Not many strangers in the congregation—everybody knows everybody
 those who do remain are often highly committed
 leadership is hopeful and working hard to engage current realities
 Youth—campus ministries, outdoor ministries
 open to nontraditional ideas
 willingness to engage ecumenical partners 
 so much to offer a broken world—to improve people’s lives

Nick asked—what is it about Lutheranism that is offered? 
 Congregations are turning outward—engaging in the community
 Patience in engaging the community (Nick observed)

Nick then asked, what are some of the challenges?

 rural congregations were successful for a time but now youth have to move away to get 
jobs—less generational consistency in congregations

 aging
 parochial model not working (Nick)
 we realize that what we’ve done isn’t working but we don’t know what to do next
 fearful of what we don’t know (see above)
 lack of morale--outlook is bleak, work is challenging,
 Lutheran church tends to be an aged church—dying out
 we are getting insular—looking more inward than those who are looking outward
 focus on what we don’t have instead of what we do have!--we don’t share that message 

as we should
 we come from a place of scarcity
 competition from other churches
 competing with sports schedules, etc. (schools no longer honor wednesday nights and 

sundays)
 not willing to get out of their comfort zones
 lay people not attending synod assembly
 Pastors are overwhelmed
 lay people don’t see big picture

How do we translate the positivity from this level to the congregations so they share that joy and 
positivity?

Asked of the Schmidt’s—how is it being received? They responded, “Positively!”
Sue defined “mission interpretation”--people who have a mission of telling others about 
opportunities, tell stories of other congregations and new congregations; help them all connect. 
They want to recruit someone from each congregation to be that storyteller.  Tell the story and 
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thank people. No asking for money. Their “Mission Matters” will be coming out in December.  
Nick added they are also really good story hearers—draw it out of the congregations.

Our context drives the type of ministry. So, Nick asks, what are the ministry priorities of this 
synod?
Social injustices

What ministry would you be doing if budget weren’t a factor? Hard to be visionary and realistic 
and finding the balance between the two

What is Mission Support? (benevolence) see the website for the difference between benevolence 
and mission support

 unrestricted or undesignated giving
 shared from congregations with synods
 shared from synods with the churchwide expression
 expended by all expressions of the elca for ministries within the elca and our partners
 5.5% of regular giving in a congregation
 ranges between 19 and 55 %
 ONE aspect of our giving (generosity goes beyond mission support)
 Used to be linear, pyramidal. Now it is represented by gears interlocking

(See the Faith in Action for more stories!)

In Block 2 of Nick’s presentation, he showed Mission Support Dollars at Work (see .ppt). Nick 
noted that social justice is part of every category, not just what is seen by itself.  Young adults are
in global mission—Australia and UK.  Unlike other denominations, ELCA supports the 
missionaries monetarily. 

Chris Burnette, the Regional Gift Planner, is meeting with congregations and working with them 
on the gift policy.  This is about gifts that will be given now or later or what to do with gifts that 
are given and how those are distributed and planned. He said many congregations don’t ever ask 
for planned giving. He hopes to work with the Connect team, transformation team, first call 
pastors to get them off on the right foot, synod gift policy, stewardship extravaganza. Chris 
encourages us to email him about coming to our churches as it can be very beneficial for our 
congregations

Closing: Nick asked us to come ready to discuss how we move forward.  Phil Schmidt had a 
handout to share with someone we think might want to be a mission ambassador and please visit 
the website!

Wrapped things up at 8:50 PM.

Saturday, November 18, 2017
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Worship began at 9 AM

Bp Gafjken had a nice surprise for each of the council members—a devotional by Walter 
Brueggemann. Thanks all around.

More sharing from those who missed that time yesterday.

Nick Kiger began the day’s discussion with, “What’s your story?”  Have to start with how we’re 
connected before we talk about stewardship and mission support. Personal story→ 
congregation’s story → synod’s story→ and wider 

Where stewardship and Mission Support are going well, it’s because the leaders know the story.  

Questions for consideration: (see ppt) do we feel connected? Consider the challenges mentioned 
yesterday.

Nick told the story of a church and pastor—the church was not excited to be a church. Took ten 
years to get them excited about their story. Then he could talk about their connection to the 
synod. They couldn’t think about sharing and mission support until they understood this 
connection. Then they talked about their connection to the wider church. Nick asked for any 
anecdotes—Don MacMillan suggested mission support is a foreign concept to some. Then he 
described several projects like a men’s shelter, chili supper, fundraising, visiting overseas 
missionaries. Then not too far away, a congregation that doesn’t do so much and seems not to 
have a strong connection. Nick asked—in the church with the missionaries, do the folks 
understand the connection between support and those missionaries. Don said yes. 

Dana Lockhart offered—four frontier congregations out west (SD), during a blizzard, struggled 
to see how they were connected to the wider church. Bp Eaton visited and that made it easier to 
have that conversation about support and giving. ELCA ministry does reach into the furthest 
corners of our country.

Mike Vinson said he struggles to have these conversations with those who are already poor. 
(Intentionally poor—college students). Nick feels we can respond to that through this process. 
Nick mentioned the understanding of what a little means—that it is still meaningful. That the 
giving helps to make that connection stronger. He brought up the synod in Puerto Rico.  Also 
“Breath of God” in Baltimore--”we sustain each other.” --their pastor. Mike said the stories about
mission support are from people who can do a lot and his students and the poor still can’t 
connect to that.  Nick said we also need to tell the stories of those congregations that are 
dissolving and the blessings that come from that. Need to do a better job of telling the stories. 
What are the stories that more and more people can relate to?

Nancy Nyland said we need to broaden our thinking that giving is only what’s in the offering 
plate.  Nick--Consider the gift we are beyond dollars.  Quantify the value of the time and effort 
we give.
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Jerry O’Neal interjected that it’s not just giving—it’s mission support! Changing the language—
you are giving mission support.

Nick asked what the number one storytelling document is in a congregation.:The itemized 
budget. This is how we say we’re successful or not—if we can balance this budget.  Talked about
a narrative budgeting concept.  Can be a helpful tool. One congregation does ministry on the 
behalf of another. (need to rethink how we consider this)

Shawn Hall—using envelopes marked Mission Support that are available in the pews and always
keep them in front of folks, maintaining the awareness.

Amy Beitelschees-Albers talked about the language, as well.  Instead of “youth ministry” 
“ministry of youth” so it calls attention. Part of making it a narrative budget.

Dana—the Episcopalian church sends them a bill for the percentage of what they need to pay. He
knows this wouldn’t work but maybe we have a “polity problem.”  Reminds us of sending 
members to assembly who vote on the budget, then congregations need to support that budget 
their rep’s voted on.  
Has no problem making the first line item 14% of the last year’s offering on his congregation’s 
budget. But synod benevolence is the first place to cut. 

Jack Dixon sees that mindset that is “grown” in the church. Arguments over where else to cut—
there are those who would not cut that—ever. That was the first line item and there was no 
arguing over it.

Nick mentioned someone told him they had one class or maybe even part of one class about 
stewardship, so we’re already behind. Tithing is no longer touted as part of our faith.

Jerry O’Neal said it’s a heart change—a culture change. 

Jack—when you first give away 10% of what you have, it changes what you do with the rest of 
what you have.

Mike reminded us of using GOOD examples. The Roman Catholics (and others) preach that 
giving is tied to your salvation.  The gospel is lost.

Dana—can’t ignore what’s going on—we are a middle class and the middle class is getting 
squeezed.  Some of our folks CAN’T do that. Millenials are doing the same as their parents for 
20% less at the same age. How can we talk about stewardship when we have less economic 
security and less discretionary income than our parents and grandparents. We are raising a 
generation that will have it worse than those who came before them. We are preaching law to the 
downtrodden.

So how do we exist within these realities?
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E. Louise Williams asked, do we believe that the gospel works and do we proclaim it? 
Mentioned Mary Mora from Kenya.   Her response when offered more was “it is enough.” 
Louise reflects—do I live with that reality or with the attitude of deserving more?  It is enough—
now what?

Shawn said that you give of whatever means. No more “yeah, buts”

Nick—so where do we even start?  This strategy will always be a living, working document.  
Starts from a place of discipleship (see mission statement). He said he has read a lot of these and 
not all start here but we’re off to a good start.

What do we think the synod is already doing in terms of mission support that is working well?

Don mentioned Come2Go storefront ministries in Fort Wayne.

Where is new space being created?

 Connect program
 six campus ministries
 christian ed
 candidacy process (going on right now, upstairs)--walking through that process is mission

support at work!
 Day with the bishop
 national youth gathering (self-funded event) indirect support through Dan’s going—these 

are the connections we need to talk about

Instead of what does the synod do for me, ask what would we do without the synod?

What can we do differently to tell more of this story? Vicky Carron—partnering with other 
congregations, stories cross boundaries, morale increases by being borrowed from another. Nick 
told of one congregation who learned more from another congregation that talked about 
stewardship that they could relate to.

Jerry said that the primary motivation as Lutherans is grace. God has first given to us. Not a have
to but a get to. A response to the gospel.

How often we talk about stewardship, discipleship and something else separately but what if we 
talked about them together. How do we claim what’s Lutheran about giving?

Bp Gafjken asked about the role of synod council—do we need to step up individual roles as 
interpreters, challengers? 

Nick—it’s “Our” plan.  One group did a spiritual gifts inventory. 
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Vicky wrote an article about her learnings from her first synod council meeting.  Nick can put a 
resource about mission support vs benevolence in the Dropbox to share.  It’s not to get them to 
change what they call it but to understand why it’s called that.

Chris Burnette said he talks to church councils about gift policy and can explain what synod is 
doing as he has a captive audience.

Louise can 1. take a minute to lift up something we’re doing 2. go more faithfully to the 
ministerium in her area 3. build community within deacons

Ted talked about developing mission interpreters. The Schmidt’s are an example. Synod council 
can be advocates for the program. (see handout and website) Nick said folks have said this helps 
them to figure out where they fit—what their call is. Discernment. Then want to do more.

Nancy mentioned that of the twenty or so congregations represented around the table--what if we
committed to pray for someone who might be good for this and then recommend them to Sue 
and Phil. (Note: training is online!)

Mike Anderson said that communications are sometimes stalled on someone’s desk. Include the 
ask.

Mike Vinson said that we always placed this tithe with a dollar sign. At the time it was written, it 
was food, livestock. Jack echoed the idea and said we need to look at time and talents, not just 
dollars and cents. Nick confirmed that we need to be better at communicating that things other 
than money are valuable.

Nancy said that the synod and bishop know what size and vitality of a congregation mean and 
they are not necessarily related.

Shawn asked about those who are Thrivent members and if they know we can ask for an action 
team?   Free money?

Nick wrapped things up and said to look at our plan, brainstorm as to where each of us can fit, 
communicate with synod staff. He thanked us for what we’re doing here, the conversations—
having them, an intentional beginning. And for our faithfulness.

Break--

 
Fiduciary Responsibilities

Reports/Visions
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Secretary’s report--Secretary Bush provided for consideration the previously distributed draft 
minutes of the September Synod Council meeting. Don MacMillan moved that the minutes be 
approved with corrections of typos and Linda Wray seconded the motion.  The Synod Council 

VOTED:  SC/2017/52:  that the minutes of the September 15-16, 2017, Synod 
Council meeting, pages 2370-2383, be approved. 

Secretary Bush also reported the following Executive Committee actions from the November 2nd 
meeting:

VOTED: EC/2017/11: that Pastor Ellen Mills be called to interim ministry

And

VOTED: EC/2017/12: that the retirements of Pastors Jim Bischoff and Connie Coy 
be approved

Bishop explained the process of on-leave-from call (OLFC) for Dennis Zimmerman: Interim 
ministry under synod council call. If not actively serving, need to go OLFC. Search will continue
but only when we find something, then he’ll be called back. To be under call indicates actively 
serving. OLFC can be up to three years, renewable annually. Part of the challenge for interim 
pastors is geography.  Dennis’s range is limited. Bishop recommends that OLFC be granted. The 
Synod Council

VOTED: SC/2017/53: that Pr. Dennis Zimmerman’s request for OLFC be approved.

Four retirements (Tim Deemer as of March 1st, Tom Frye—already retired, Dave Schreiber, and 
Bill Steinke—disability, now formally retiring)—upon retirement—three aspects—US 
government, Portico, and if they desire to stay on the roster as retired, they need to request that 
status from the Synod Council. Granted by council upon recommendation of Bishop.  Dana 
Lockhart asked if there are requests made that don’t come to council. Bishop responded that he 
has brought all requests to council or Executive Committee, thus far. The bishop is 
recommending that all four be granted retirement status. The Synod Council

VOTED: SC/2017/54: that Prs. Tim Deemer, Tom Frye, Dave Schreiber, and Bill 
Steinke’s requests for retirement status be approved.

Chris Walda expounded on a motion from the Executive Committee meeting on Friday. Synod 
needs an accountant to bridge the gap of skills and understanding. There’s money in the budget 
so it remains unaffected. Aye’s have it.

Vice President Report: They had their annual 3-day meeting in Chicago.  Discuss trends—
currently, consultation committees. Shared experiences. Also met with bishops for lunch. Also 
recharging relationship with sister synod in WV. One way to engage would be to go to each 
other’s synod assemblies except when they’re scheduled at the same time, that’s hard to do. 
Heard from the secretary of churchwide.  Figured out the grid for 2019 (see Dropbox). We have 
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one less voting member for next assembly. Now we have 14. Nominating committee send certain
representation. At least 60% lay. Losing a clergy seat. So this time, that conference will be 
represented by a lay female. Ted said needs are designated specifically.  A member of each 
conference is on the nominating committee. May need to review bylaws after election of the 
voting members for the next churchwide assembly (which will be August 15-19, 2019, in 
Milwaukee).  Tim Kraemer (Evansville) is the chair. 

Bishop posted actions of churchwide council on Dropbox.  Nine new positions distributed to 
those who don’t have a minimum of voting members. So other synods are gaining, even though 
we “lost” so there is a broader voice at assembly.

End vp report—break for lunch

12:38 PM Finance Board--Chris with finance report. $5.15M in endowment—goes to candidacy, 
outreach. Jerry and Nancy send cards to churches who give and haven’t in awhile or increase 
their giving or if they aren’t giving, they touch base with them to see how things are—if 
everything’s okay. Chris is appreciative of that effort.

ACS conversion—Marty Mielke is building a chart of accounts and converting data right now. 
Training is the first week of December for Sylvia Ore, Tom Dearchs, and anyone else. Anticipate
being more nimble. Nancy said we haven’t sent out quarterly numbers and that may have hurt us 
in the past. The Finance Board is still working on the audit with MIF and are nearly finished.
In January, the 31st, should be live on ACS! Sue Miller, past treasurer, and Vicky Garber—big 
help. Becky Daum joined board, too.

WELCA—no report

Constitution Committee—see report in Dropbox but there are no action items.  A note is going 
out encouraging congregations to update their constitution. 

Bishop’s report: 

ELCA church council report of actions—please look through that on Dropbox. Members sign up 
for regions to relate to. 

500th anniversary of the reformation! “a wonder and a delight!” “So glad it comes every half-
millenium . . . .” Has participated in at least 15 related events.  Had been planning an event with 
the local Roman Catholics, even at Lucas Oil Stadium. Then the guy moved so all the plans fell 
away. So the bishop has gone to as many local / regional events as he could. They were very 
diverse. Very little Lutheran parochialism. One event had Indonesian and Chilean refreshments—
global representation!
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Bishop cohosted event at DC Oct 31.  Can still watch this on YouTube (recommends starting at 
39 minutes when it “gets good.”). (See www.elca.org/livestream or the ELCA channel on 
YouTube) There are 7 hours recorded, portions of which could be used for adult forums, 
confirmation classes, Bible studies. It wasn’t about Lutheranism; it was about reconciliation. 
Rabbi could not speak after the Bishop told story of seeking reconciliation with Jewish brothers 
and sisters. It opened him (the rabbi) to that moment that he hadn’t expected. Speaks to how we 
tell the history differently, not telling a different history. (turn that last sentence around) . Check 
it out! Use it!  The afternoon was spent telling stories about innovative vitality of the church. 
How we’re doing that with limited resources.  Watch some of this! Especially church councils.

Mission support plan—prepared by Jerry, Nancy, and their teams—that Nick referred to.

Churchwide representative at Synod Assembly is choice 3: Don Kreiss, from the Conference of 
Bishops

Updates: Appointment of ministerium dean of Indy—a sudden need since about a month ago 
when Chris Wulff needed to resign. First time appointing a dean with the new process. Bishop 
heard from only a half-dozen. Very thoughtful and affirmed the change in the role of the dean. 
Talked to two possible deans and they want more time for discernment. Wes Granburg 
Michaelson. Nov 30 meeting—talk about this new role and 3-year terms. Bishop hopes to have 
clarity at January meeting.

Lay worship leader—has not been able to get enough names but hopes to have it by 
January. Wants a good mix of rostered and lay. Administer synodically. Vicky asked what it is: 
trained (Luther House of Studies) in conference by pastors, maybe deacons, covered certain 
topics that came from synod, organized by dean. Based on need. Lay people trained to lead 
service of the word. One issue is presiding at communion. Program shut down because of some 
speaking against ELCA. Revamped to serve needs of ELCA.

After lengthy and heartfelt discussion, it was moved, seconded and voted that the Synod 
Council establish a working group specifically focused on anti-racism work and for the Bishop to
present nominees for the working group as soon as possible. The Synod Council 

VOTED:  SC/2017/55: establish a working group specifically focused on anti-racism 
work and for the Bishop to present nominees for the working group as soon as 
possible.

Nancy Nyland--The stories of Faith in Action are good to put in the hands of congregants, read in
small groups. Also pay attention to how money is used. It is available electronically and has 
video.

Tom Dearchs is preparing for the open house on Dec 13th! All are welcome! Collecting items for 
the sharing place. Will have 15 nativities on display. Apart from the open house, he is working on
transitioning away from having a server in the office and hoping it goes smoothly. It’s happening 
before the transition to ACS—all cloud-based and more secure.
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Dan Fugate—report is in Dropbox. A flyer is available for Bishop’s day. Please share! Can build 
excitement for youth gathering next summer in Houston. Also, the next weekend after that we 
are part of World Hunger to raise funds for HIV/AIDS program in the HKBP church in 
Indonesia. Christ the Savior in Fishers will hold an event, too. Other one in Louisville, Feb 16 
and 17, as part of the ELCA campaign.  Nancy added that our synod got a nice grant from the 
ELCA campaign to fund Connect process—3 years and $43K.

Jerry O’Neal—if folks want help with stewardship, he is happy to come help. Can do workshops 
for congregations and groups of congregations.  Use us! We’re here for you!

Matt—Feb 16 and 17—anything to be shared on World AIDS Day? Contact Dan. There is a 
meeting coming up soon at Synod.

 
Louise asked—how many people are in candidacy process? Active process—30s. Bp is not 
certain. 30 or more. Many “inquirers” but have not formally entered the process. Can ask 
Heather and get an email out. 

Bp—Heather will be on sabbatical December and January.

Louise—appreciates compact nature of committee reports. Ask for one specific story that would 
get our attention. Helps us think in terms of story.

Amy—would that for all the reports? Encapsulates the stories so they can be easily shared.

An elevator speech.

Strategy and Planning>Congregational Concerns>

Guided discussion: comes out of September work
Bp—begin tackling those.
A lot of energy around small, struggling congregation.
Help staff do their work more effectively and just as importantly, get to where council is taking 
ownership in addressing the concerns of small, struggling congregations. Not just the job of the 
synod staff.  Right now, a long conversation may not be helpful (we’re tired and ready to go 
home) but this is the first of many conversations: 

Firstly, what are staff members already doing? Not just those facing dissolution or closure but 
may not be able to afford a pastor on their own. Important: “small” and “struggling” are not 
equivalencies. 

In the last week, three more are considering closure. Others are dealing with property issues. A 
number of congregations are regularly being served by pastors who are schismatic or otherwise
—not to be preaching and doing worship in our congregations. They have been extremely 
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aggressive in encouraging congregations to leave the ELCA. Spoke with their bishop and he said
they are just being evangelical. These congregations, because of their situation, are filling their 
gap in ways that violate their constitution and the synod constitution. These are those we’ve not 
had contact with in a long time. Our posture is to wait to be invited but we might need to invite 
ourselves or just show up.

Staff comments: what are we currently doing while engaging with small/struggling 
congregations? 

Nancy—connect is in response to struggling congregations. How can we do church and find 
relevance in this day and age? Then there’s follow-up support. 

Area mission conversations—sharing pastoral staff/ministry with other 
congregations/denominations? Even going to the point of sharing lawncare!

Grace and Coesse—sharing Matt as their pastor. Have been developing relationship for 
several years. Sharing Lenten services, etc.

 When she started, had three shared pastors, now have 10-11. we don’t have a “part-time”
pastor—we have a FULL-TIME pastor that we’re sharing. Very important change to language.

Jerry—works with those reaching a tipping point—afford a full-time pastor?  Probably not. Also 
having area mission conversations.

Dan—lifelong faith formation and ministry—faith formation plan. didn’t have a pastor. 
Partnered two congregations to meet all needs. Another one—same faith formation. Checks in 
monthly with some and has plans to meet with others. Tries to connect them with others or help 
as he can.

Bp—has conversations re: congregational leadership.  In addition to all this work, very difficult 
though to get folks thinking differently about church. There’s the assumption things have to be 
the way they’ve always been—one pastor, same service time, same people in charge, etc.

Mythbusters coming in the new year—crack open what we hear too often that isn’t true 
so we can help churches find a hopeful, vital future. Open up imagination about what God can 
and wants to do if we’re able to let go.

Jack Dixon described the church in Smyrna, where he supervises their congregation. 
They can’t afford a full-time pastor, so they have a lay leader. They are still alive but just barely 
and comfortable with what works. But they are avoiding the next step.

DonMacMillan noted that it is not just rural congregations but look at the parish model. 
This is throughout the synod. Brick wall was their mindset. It’s an image of how the church is 
supposed to be and that’s not going to work.

(do we trust that the gospel works?)

do we settle for broken relationships and let them destroy the vitality of the church?
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Reconciliation
regular communication from someone at synodical level re: call process

maybe even be more assertive
how about we make a visit with you—how are you doing?
Would synod council reps help? Initial contact from synod or conf deans? Not 

necessarily. Even just to fill out the attendance/membership matrix.
Vicky—part of an extremely healthy congregation and would be happy to help 

and share with a sister congregation to help them (and help themselves)
Amy—as one who serves two congregations, there’s a lot of shame/guilt—doesn’t

report! Stopped reporting because the split church used it to badmouth them. Just acknowledge 
small is okay. You don’t have to feel shame or guilt. Looking at parish idea. Attachment to 
buildings/facilities.

Jess—four years later, still struggling with ownership of building. Need to have 
those conversations about why we won’t drive two miles away to enter that place I left.

Don—we need to look outside the church for other models of how things can be 
done. Used a scouts example—units--unit commissioners, make visits, check in, resources

 

Louise—lack of imagination, unleash it! Stories, give examples, reporters—go 
and listen to all the stories—good and bad, hear what others are doing. Also, wanting what’s past 
gets in the way. “make the church great again”--this is what we have. Maybe it is enough, if we 
reimagine it.

Dana—Word of Hope—going to lose their building, in turmoil, now an Episcopal 
congregation has moved in—do things together, share a clergy person, support the building,  he 
says there is not a single Lutheran congregation that doesn’t have an ecumenical partner nearby-
we can replicate that story again and again.

Amy—would like training in technology. Opens up opportunities to do things 
differently.

Jerry—moving from scarcity based to asset based. “Healthy is big, growing, 
wealthy.” Theologically, healthy is what is seen in Phillippians—look at what we have together 
in Christ. What is enough?

Nick—hears the theme that we start from a place of failure instead of a place of 
opportunity. Teach how to do church better. Churches doing well now may fall on hard times. 

Jack—in his experience, they’ve had a lot taken away from them in their 
community, history is systematic takedown—grief element, one more thing we’re gonna lose, 
they’re gonna take away from us. Very standoffish with outsiders.

Louise—synod can be identified as “them”
Amy—experienced the synod being there for us with a congregation facing an 

issue. Need to get back to unity. “those congregations” --those congregations are US
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Nancy—transition process is intentional where bishop visits (or Heather or Dan) 
then Nancy visit to do a specific workshop—exploring god’s expectations, then Heather works 
with them on the call process. Going on for last seven years—just for our information.

Mike A said leadership sees it as it is but congregations feel like why are they 
making us do this why don’t they just give us a pastor.

Mike V—how many has he had zero communication with—less than 50 of the 183—and that’s 
just his personal engagement but that doesn’t include all the other people listed below.

Bp said they have engagement with leaders but leaders don’t share that engagement with the 
congregation.   Then add interactions deans and synod staff and synod council members have 
had, or conf chairs—we have them covered. Who has responsibility for the care and feeding of 
these congregations? Only so and so? (No!)
biblical precedent for going where you’re welcome.  It’s about relationships—when it’s a vague 
presence, its’ easy to be accusatory. He wants people to see US, the people who are part of all 
these congregations that are the synod. Not just him. He wants to find ways we can respond to all
of these needs.

Shawn—feeling convicted about needing to go to those churches in his conference because they 
probably don’t even know he exists! “Grunts for jesus”

Take what’s on the board, post in Dropbox. Each of us—begin asking, what could I do? To 
address one or several of these based on who we are, geography, our role. Also how can I work 
with others to address it?

What am I in a position to address and who can I work with to do that?

Dana—we need to be commissioned in this if we are really going to be commissioned to do this. 
People may try but then get their hands slapped. Needs to be some letting go by the synod staff.

Bishop responds—work on this relationally. Live out reconciliation partnership. Work with 
individual where there is an issue rather than blame whole parties (the we-they). Has no problem 
being the face of the synod but doesn’t want to be the ONLY face of the synod.

Hasn’t told any of us to do something but wants us to think about it. If we step on each other, 
need to reconcile that, instead of “as, over, against”

Mike V.—permission given but has to be in high communication. Email back and forth to 
connect.  Forcing communication in both directions. (speaks to anti-racism issue)

Ted—conversation needs to continue. We are all the church together. Look forward after Oct 31.

Louise—mission monitor—please lower temp in mtg room! A few people who speak a lot and 
those who don’t speak at all. Challenge us to think about that to see if conversation should be 
structured in a way so all can speak. In terms of the four priorities and three responsibilities of 
council—cultivate faith communities—a lot of what we’ve done here has been on that, loves 
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stewardship handout; the connect process for struggling congregations; form and send faith-filled
disciples—experienced that when we hear one another’s stories, lifting up time/talents; 
deepening and expand collaboraton/communication—conversation about mission interpreters 
and suggestions about all being involved in telling stories; identify and develop missionary 
leaders—talk about rostered leaders at the end of their ministries but each was developed and 
supported along the path of their ministry—talk about them along the way; praying over and 
lifting up people who can be storytellers

three responsibilities—fiduciary--- we handle business comfortably because staff and committees
do the work and feed it to us—easy to digest and steward our resources; important strategic 
decision in anti-racism work; generative work—imagining how we can do our jobs better

evaluation—pretty high mark, stayed on track. Always glad she came.

No mission monitor or chaplains for january meeting. Volunteers for April. Dana will be mission 
monitor. Any chaplain volunteers? Ask again at January.

3:03 adjourned

Respectfully submitted,

Laura E. Richcreek


